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UNMANNED AERIAL SERVICES
& CONSULTING
ops@reconaerialmedia.com
www.reconaerialmedia.com
+01 613-762-7711
+01 833-UAV-WIND
+01 833-828-9463
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GREAT TEAMS MATTER
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NETWORKING WORKS
In Flight Insight™

BRIAN STONEMAN

Owner, Pilot in Command (PIC), Flight Reviewer

GRAHAM MACDONALD

Brian brings operational excellence, process management,
industry knowledge, drone sector connections, and technical
experience to bear. He thrives in high-stress environments
and his strength lies in his ability to organize and manage
challenging projects, and simply to get things done.

ANDRE LATREILLE

Operations Manager, PIC, Visual Observer

Mr. Macdonald is an exceeding dynamic individual. In 4 years
he built his last business to 70+ employees having a fleet of
vehicles and multiple high value government contracts. Mr.
MacDonald is progress in motion.

FRANCIS PELLETIER

Business Strategy/Technical Advisor
Sean’s Ph.D. from Cornell University in Electrical Engineering
and 20+ years of experience in a high-tech environment make
him exceptionally well suited to guide complex technical
requirements. His adept problem-solving ability is equally
matched by his collaboration skills.

Wind Industries Advisor (Consultant to Recon Aerial)
Mr. Francis Pelletier is a senior renewable energies consultant
with twenty years of industry experience. Francis holds a
Ph.D. related to wind turbine operations and specializes in
improving wind power plant operations and power
performance evaluation as the Vice President at Power
Factors.

Andre brings considerable interpersonal skills and on-the-fly
problem-solving abilities. His considerable, well rounded
technical expertise allows him to take on and tackle new
technical problems with ease.

SEAN O’KEEFE

Business Development / Business Investment

Mike Jeffery

Wind Industries Advisor (Consultant to Recon Aerial)
Mr. Mike Jeffery is the principal owner of Complete Wind
Corporation (CWC). A 30 year veteran of the wind industry
Mr. Jefferys knowledge and experience are virtually
unmatched. Mr. Jeffery and CWC may act as a paid consultant
on an as required basis, specific to complex blade defect
analysis and repair.
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CAPABILITY
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Aerial Capability
In Flight Insight™

Training
All Recon staff receive UAV
Ground School (TP15263), ROC –
Aeronautical and hold Advanced
RPAS certification.
Additionally Recon is a certified
Transport Canada Flight Reviewer
qualified to train an approve
Advanced RPAS pilots in Canada.

Mission Ready
Recon has completed 300+
commercial UAV flight
Operations and over 1000+
individual flight sorties in

controlled airspace and like
complex flight environments.

Select staff have completed a 37.5
hr course, Wind Turbine Asset
Inspection via Action Drone - San
Diego.
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Experience
In Flight Insight™

Commercial Clients
Industrial Works

Recon Aerial has worked and continues to

We have conducted plan-to-actual aerial

work closely with Enercon Canada, Trinity

survey work for construction, building

Group, Circle-K, Pomerleau Construction,

envelope inspections for engineering

Colonade Group/Site Cast Construction

requirements, complex 3D-modelling of

among others.

bridge infrastructure , wind turbine blade
inspections, and many more projects

We have also completed many marketing
and media works including multiple TV and
film productions.
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Technical Know-How
In Flight Insight™

Custom Designed & Built
Recon Aerial accepted an investor request to bring a
new drone to the Canadian Marketplace. The ultracapable, modular design was completed in 4 months.
The highly functional unit allows for top and bottom
gimbal placement and the ability to swap in highresolution cameras, a VMap L1/L2 geodetic survey
sensor as well as a Slantrange multispectral
agricultural sensor.
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Regulatory Compliance
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In Flight Insight™

Transport Canada Approval

NAVCAN Deconfliction

Recon Aerial has operated for years under
a national standing Special Flight

Most of our aerial operations have been

Operations Certificate (SFOC) for RPAS

conducted in Class C Controlled Airspace.

\
Recon has an excellent working

relationship with Civil Aviation Authority,
NAVCAN and normally receives
deconfliction notifications for flights in
controlled arispace within 12 hrs.

aerial works.
Still today under the newly promulgated
regulations Recon Aerial maintains its
operational capability to fly day or night,
anywhere in Canada!
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HOW WE WORK
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Connections & Influence
In Flight Insight™

Industry Participation

Industry Influence

Recon Aerial has proudly

Via targetted SEO/SEM and by

participated RPAS regulatory

virtue of our networking capacity,

consultation process via the

Recon Aerial is connected with

Transport Canada CARAC

key players in Canada and abroad.

committee.
We regularly receive requests for

We have also been active in and

franchise/business services

have provided operational insights

solutions from future drone

to Unmanned Canada to help

operators globally but principally

guide the understanding of drone

in the US and Canada.

operations in Canada.
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Growth
Direct Capacity
Meeting client requirements
in as about capacity.
Though currently agile, we

will remain “right sized”.
Proven and repeatable
workflows allow us to easily
scale to meet new

requirements.

In Flight Insight™

Strategic Partnerships
Strategic partnerships with niche

Operations Partnerships

service providers like ABJ Drones

for IR inspections, Airfusion for Ai

Recon Aerial has recieved upwards

defect recognition, Sulzer &

of 100+ requests from individuals

Schmid for automated

who would like us to franchise our

inspections/Ai and Measure as a

business model.

leader in drone services provides

We may borrow on this demand

depth, capability to our WT

and offer a hybrid services

inspection service offering.

expansion model to enhance our
capacity and reach.
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Multi-Disciplinary Teams
In Flight Insight™

Communication & Facilitation
Recon Aerial has years of project management experience
Planning

working in multi-disciplinary teams fulflling complex
requirements.
Staying on task within challenging work environments is
second nature.
Facilitating results, sharing and communicating well is how we

work.

Comms

Execution
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PLANNING & SAFETY
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Mission Planning
In Flight Insight™

Compliance Review

Site Survey & Flight Plan (SSFP)

A 50+ point compliance review is completed for
every RPAS flight. Specific flight operating
requirements are all verified by the Pilot in
Command prior to each fight mission.

The SSFP details the flight operation, the flight boundaries, launch and
recovery locations, class of airspace, location /distance and heading of
nearby aerodromes . It also serves to verify operationally critical info
like flight restrictions, hazards, weather , roles and responsibilities and
much more.

Risk Assessment/Risk Control

Emergency Protocols

A pre-operational risk assessment is completed for
each flight to quantify the likelihood of occurrence
and the outcome severity for each foreseeable hazard.
Mitigation measures are applied per the risk
determination to maintain low risk operations.

Standard emergency protocols and
associated fly-away protocols are at the
ready for each flight mission.
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Risk , Safety, Awareness
In Flight Insight™

Risk Mitigation
Recon adheres to a
thorough &
methodical risk
management system
for planning &
conducting
EVERY UAV flight.

Safety
Compliance review,
site survey & flight
plan, pre-ops, active
ops are a few of the
checklists utilized to
help ensure UAV
flights are conducted
consistently & safely.

Flight Awareness
UAV inspection flights
are conducted by trained
UAV Pilots in Command
accompanied by one or
more Visual Observers to
maintain operational
awareness in complex
environments .
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WHAT WE DO
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Blade Inspections - Offering
In Flight Insight™

All-In or Data Only

Blade Inspections

Recon Industrial offers 2 inspection regimes.

Recon Industrial offers enterprise drone inspection
solutions for Turbine Manufacturers, Wind Farm
Owner/Operators and O&M Specialists looking to reduce
risk, prevent expensive blade failures and enhance annual
energy production via machine learning/advanced
analytics.

We can completely manage the inspection
requirements:

Inspections by UAV, including analysis by AI Software,
offers a 10X cost savings over traditional rope methods,
takes a fraction of the time to complete AND greatly
reduces the risk to human health.

OR

• aerial inspections
• defect review and reporting
• data analytics via Ai data aggregation

Recon will conduct aerial inspections and handoff
the raw media for integration into our clients’
existing preventative maintenance framework.
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Blade Inspections - Methods
In Flight Insight™

Inspection Methodology
Manual Inspections - Recon Aerial principle inspection
service method is manual flights. We prefer manual to
have complete control over the inspection process.
We follow a strict and repeatable workflow resulting in
quality images taken at 1mm/1px .
Each inspection flight is less than 25 minutes and the
total inspection time is 36-50 minutes, minimizing lost
energy production and the use of client resources.
Automated inspections are available upon request.
At this time our manual inspection methodology provides
equal or better image quality results and equal
inspection times .

Inspection Deliverables
Recon Aerial offers site inspection services by
drone. Our boots on the ground know-how
allows us to work very effectively to inspect up
to 12 turbines per day.
As requested Recon Aerial offers blade defect
reporting in the format required by the client or
via Ai defect recognition software.
Our defect reporting expertise is supported by
our working relationship with Complete Wind
Corporation who have 30+ years in blade
composites manufacturer.

Recon Aerial also provides data aggregation
services and insights with the goal to help our
clients preserve annual energy production.
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PV Inspections - Offering
In Flight Insight™

Solar Inspections
Recon Aerial offers enterprise drone inspection solutions
for Photovoltaic (PV) Facilities.
It understood the emissivity of a photovoltaic (PV) cell
changes in relation to materials defects and this signature
or hotspot can be readily detected via infrared (IR) sensor
scanning via drone.
PV facility owner/operators and O&M specialists looking
to baseline /characterize panel anomalies via infrared
sensor methods will be well served by Recon Aerial.
Inspections by UAV, including analysis by AI Software,
offer a consider cost and time saving over traditional
aviation or ground–based inspection methods.

All-In or Data Only
Recon Industrial offers 2 inspection regimes.
We can completely manage the inspection
requirements:
• aerial inspections
• defect review, and
• defect reporting (some analytics available)
OR
Recon will conduct aerial inspections and handoff
the raw media for integration into our clients’
existing preventative maintenance framework.
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PV Inspections - Methods
In Flight Insight™

Inspection Methodology
Recon Aerial undertakes automated flights, which are
programmed via the ground station software and thus
infinitely repeatable.
Our standard inspection is undertaken at a spatial
resolution of 5 cm/px where the relative anomalies are
characterized by the relative difference in emissivity.

Automated inspections can detect, offline inverter
sections, combiner issues, offline strings, offline modules,
cracks, delamination, soiling, activated bypass diode,
hotspots, suspected PID degradation and shadowing.
We can also conduct IR inspection in accordance with
the IEC TS 62446-3 technical specification, which
generally maps the absolute temperatures identifying
Class of Abnormality (COA) 2 and 3. Our process also
reveals the temperature delta in single cells > 10K, in
junction boxes/substrings > 4K.

Inspection Deliverables
Inspection Services: We can inspect a 15-20
MW PV facility in one day turning around
reporting results within 7 days.
Our defect reporting (PDF and cloud-based)
expertise is supported by a working relationship
with our Ai software services partner.
Our software services partner has to this point
has conducted processed inspections for 10GW,
which is approximately 30 million analyzed
modules for over 900 sites.
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Aerial Precision
In Flight Insight™

Maps, Measurements and Survey Data
Recon Aerial Media offers both “structure from
motion” and L1/L2 geodetic photogrammetric services
.
Typically aerial surveys can be used to conduct
volumetric analysis of stockpiles (cut and fill) in mining,
aggregate operations and for contaminated site soil
removal.
In addition, surveys can be used to plan and monitor
earth works projects comparing existing site
conditions to intended final grade elevation.
Aerial surveys can also be used to verify foundation
and utility placement via plan-to-actual overlays,
preventing costly failure and rework.
We can produce accurate 2D orthomosaics maps to
assist urban planning, land management efforts, landfill
monitoring, stormwater management, and even
accident investigation.
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3D Modeling
In Flight Insight™

3D Models
Recon Aerial Media can create accurate 3D point cloud
models for integration into Visual Construction Design
workflows.

The integration of 3D infrastructure and construction
site models into various building information
management tools like Autodesk Recap, Revit,
Infraworks and Navisworks can serve as invaluable
planning and verification tools.
3D modeling, when combined with regular project
monitoring, can also provide a second set of eyes for
clash detection/plan to actual verification and as a
collaboration tool.
Available formats include, xyz point cloud, .obj/.mtl,
.ply, .fbx, .dxf, .las and more.
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Critical Infrastructure
In Flight Insight™

Bridge Inspections
Recon Aerial provides data that allows bridge
engineers & inspectors to quickly conduct
comprehensive, general and maintenance bridge
inspections to identify material defects per the OSIM.
In minutes Recon Aerial can inspect concrete piers,
pier caps, headers, abutments, wing walls, parapets,
fascia, soffits and beams for cracks, scaling,
delamination, disintegration, erosion, alkali reactions
and, other common defects.
Our media allows inspectors to more closely examine
the condition of bridge bearings, steel girders, the
deck, handrails and other key components for
corrosion, cracks and loose connections.
We also provide inspection media areas adjacent to
bridges for inspection of drainage, erosion, and
vegetation.
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Exterior Stack Inspections
In Flight Insight™

Aerial Inspection Imaging
Exterior stack inspections by drone simply make sense. They can
be done quickly and safely allowing inspectors to readily assess
the condition of stacks in accordance with ASME STS-1-12011
guidelines.
Real-time video sharing to remote inspectors is also available for
verification or follow-up inspections and can seriously speed up
defect-recognition/response times.

Aerial Ultrasonic Thickness Measurements
We use cutting edge ultrasound measuring technology to measure
the shell thickness up to 20mm with a resolution/accuracy of
0.1mm.

Taking UTM’s using drones is a safer and faster alternative to
keep people out of harm’s way.
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Construction Monitoring
In Flight Insight™

Plan, Monitor, & Adapt
Construction sites can be enormously complex with
multiple design/build processes running concurrently.
Having the right data at the right time is critical to
keeping complex environments in check, preventing
delays and costly oversights.
Regular project monitoring by drone can augment
existing monitoring strategies and provide a holistic
perspective, confirm progress at a glance and yield
timely answers.
Access to timely data allows project managers to adapt
quickly and demonstrates to capital investors the
complexity and your worth in managing it!

Communication & Collaboration
Drone media as a collaboration tool will speed up
project progress meetings and allow for more
targeted communication. Without having to recall
what was seen you can simply show and discuss,
which means less time spent talking and more time
spent doing.
Recon Aerial Media offers both project monitoring
services supported by Autodesk A360
Collaboration.
Recon also offers drone operations consulting
services to innovators who would prefer to
establish their own safe, compliant RPAS program.
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BIM/VCD and Construction
In Flight Insight™

QA/QC – Error Detection
Construction sites are complex environments.
Construction managers need every advantage to
track and monitor progress.
The use of drones surveys and specific software
enables construction managers to view plan vs.
actual on in progress works at critical phases in the
build process.

BIM/VCD
Building information modeling and visual
construction design bolster pre-construction
planning and provide crucial insights into the
resulting future build.
Drone data provides another layer of information
that often provides a unique, holistic perspective.

This timely review at these key stop points allow
construction managers to perform due diligence
project monitoring, which may prevent costly
oversights and critical errors that may also cause
delays.
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Tailored Technical Solutions
In Flight Insight™

Challenge Us!
We treat each client request enthusiastically no matter how

difficult it sounds, in fact the more difficult the better.
Discovering unique aerial solutions is simply good for business,
it provide us with richer service delivery options and potentially

Execution

saves time, money or improves upon prior service delivery
methods for our clients.

Testing
Workflow Creation
Planning
Discovery
Recon Aerial Media ™
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ops@reconaerialmedia.com
www.reconaerialmedia.com
+01 613-762-7711
+01 833-UAV-WIND
+01 833-828-9463
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